Metabolism of tanshinol borneol ester in rat and human liver microsomes.
Tanshinol borneol ester (DBZ) is an experimental drug that exhibits efficacious anti-ischemic activity in rats. Although the specific metabolic properties of DBZ are still unknown, previous studies in rats have strongly suggested that DBZ is extensively metabolized after administration and thus probably acts as a prodrug. Because the enzymes involved in drug metabolism differ between humans and rats in isoform composition, expression, and catalytic activity, the pharmacokinetics of the same drug in the two species may also differ. Establishing the differences between DBZ metabolism in human and rat liver microsomes can help to predict DBZ pharmacokinetics in humans and aid in the assessment of its potential efficacy, toxicity, and mechanism of action. In this work, the microsomal stabilities and metabolic kinetics of DBZ in rat and human liver microsomes were compared, and the DBZ metabolites generated in human liver microsomes (HLMs) were identified. The results suggested that DBZ is more stable in HLMs than in rat liver microsomes (RLMs). The intrinsic clearance of DBZ in HLMs was 10- to 17-fold lower than that in RLMs, which indicates lower DBZ clearance in humans. Metabolite analysis suggested that DBZ is hydroxylated by liver microsomal enzymes, resulting in the production of five metabolites. Although the kinetics of metabolite formation in HLMs and RLMs were different, the same metabolites were generated, indicating that the same metabolic pathway is present in both species. The results obtained from this work suggest the potential for DBZ to act as a prodrug with anti-ischemic activity in humans.